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Travel Image of the Month

Credit Where Credit’s
Due
John Curgenven LRPS

One of our members recently enquired about security of photographs on websites, so here are
some thoughts Security of photographs posted on
a website is always at risk. They
can be "stolen", some more easily
than others. When it comes to the
RPS website, there is a copyright
notice at the foot of each page and
most of the images on the site are
of low resolution.

‘The Gate ...’ by Panduka de Silva from Sri Lanka Chapter

Have you added an album to the gallery this month? Each month one of the
new images is selected as our "Travel Image of the Month". It becomes our
Facebook Cover Image and is added to our Website Main page.

Copyright for any photograph
which you have taken is automatically created when the image is
made (although not necessarily
added to the metadata) - it doesn't
need to be claimed or registered ...

Coming soon .....
9th to 11th October: A weekend in
Falmouth. Guided visits to places of
photographic interest in and around
Falmouth, which is situated in the
beautiful and fascinating county of
Cornwall.
4th November: An exciting talk in
Southern Region about Polar Regions
and to learn about what challenges
this brings to the photographer.

7th March: ARPS Travel Assessment.
A day to have your portfolio assessed
for our Associate Distinctions (ARPS)
in the Travel category.
7th March: FRPS Travel Assessment.
A day to have your portfolio assessed
for our Fellowship Distinctions (FRPS)
in the Travel category.
23rd March to 7th April: A chance to
tour Japan at Cherry Blossom Time.

Keep up to date by visiting our Facebook Page

This is a brief extract from an article on
the RPS Website which gives guidance
on how to protect your work.

IN THE NEXT TRAVEL LOG - A REPORT ON THE GROUP‘S TRIP TO DURHAM CITY & CATHEDRAL
In August some 8 members congregated in Durham, which is home to one
of the most recognisable landmarks in
the UK, the majestic Durham Cathedral. This was planned as the first of a
series of UK activities designed to offer
short photographic trips of 2 to 3 days
to notable cities and towns in the UK.
The trip was organised in response to
many of the group’s members who exwww.rps.org/travelgroup

pressed an interest in trips closer to
home. However, volunteers are
needed to lead these meets by providing some local insight into places of
(photogenic) interest, so please let us
know if you can help.

Durham

Watch out for the full report
in Travel Log Issue 71
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